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VIFI Architecture

Key Points
•

VIFI presents a transformative infrastructure that empowers data users
to discover, analyze, transform, and evaluate distributed, fragmented
data without direct access to or movement of large amounts of data,
enabling analyses that are otherwise impossible, infeasible, or
impractical.

•

VIFI provides data users support for the full lifecycle of inquiry,
analysis, and data-driven discovery.

•

VIFI also enables data owners to share data indirectly and facilitates
automated methods for data-driven insights to broader communities.

•

The VIFI architecture enables novel support by linking: remote storage;
distributed orchestration and hybrid infrastructure management;
distributed data management; publishing; and, transparent access to
resources.

•

VIFI removes barriers between utilizing, developing, and remixing
interfaces to data through a generalized, discipline-agnostic approach,
and enables communities to investigate questions that otherwise are
impossible, infeasible, or impractical to explore.

•

VIFI demonstrates its capabilities within multiple science and
engineering domains, including Earth Science, Astronomy, and
Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems.
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Impact
•
•
•
•
•

Orchestrated execution of distributed analytical workflows
Distributed analysis across multiple data sites
Data migration limited to derived analytical results
Advancing research in multiple (use case) domains *
Opening new research directions – e.g., novel, VIFI-inspired analytical
methods (e.g., cost v. uncertainty; multi-view, generative transfer learning;
visualization recommendation)

